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Enterprise networks: Drivers for change
Business digitalisation brings new internal challenges to enterprises: 
Software Defined Network is changing the enterprise network landscape and is becoming a 
critical success factor in this Digital Era.

80% of enterprises will move from 
their traditional data centers

30% of network transformations are 
cost driven

70% of network tasks are still 
performed manually

45% IT managers report slow 
application performance

74% of companies will shift part of 
their workers to remote work

58% enterprises had a branch-related 
security breach in 2019

Current enterprise networks challenges

Enterprises network priorities

Triggering factors

Given today’s network challenges, enterprises have identified the priority areas to transform their networks:

Enterprises that share a common set of characteristics are driving the transformation efforts:
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Network misfit for Cloud strategy

Sub-optimal networking spending

Complex network management

Lack of performance

More remote work

Complex network security
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The future enterprise network

Network of connected devices that 
exist within a limited physical area, 

such as retail shops, hospitals, office 
buildings and factories 

Network extended over a large 
geographical area, providing 

connectivity between remote sites, 
cloud datacentres and Internet

On-premise and cloud-based facilities 
that host business related workloads 

and services through a proper 
connectivity model

Local Area Network Wide Area Network Datacentre & Cloud

What is relevant to consider
The digital transformation will require enterprises to deploy network virtualisation and software defined capabilities, 
with enhanced security and traffic optimisation features, ensuring end-to-end data security and performance according to 
business needs.
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SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKING is the key technology to evolve current networks

Automation
To handle the increasing complexity of workloads 
and reduce operational risks, network operations 

and management should be automated. 

Scability
Given the trend towards increased network traffic, 
triggered by the number of devices connected and 
services requirements, future networks should be 
able to accommodate new resources in a quickly 

and easily manner.

Security
Security policies should be defined 
and enforced with next generation 

protection by introducing high 
security features required to support 

sensitive data. 

Visibilty
Network management should be 

centralised and managed through 
an interface that provides visibility 

of all network infrastructure, clients 
connected and traffic flows.

Virtualisation
Network virtualisation should be used 
by enterprises whenever possible, to 
deploy customised services on demand, 
accommodating a digital cloud strategy.

Performance
The network should ensure high 
performance for critical services, 
choosing the best connectivity 
according to requirements, while 
applying optimisation techniques.
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Enterprise Network Offer
A segmentation of the offer into areas of expertise ensures a structured approach and an 
effective implementation.

WAN

Diagnose of the as-is
LAN infrastructure and
connectivity

Assessment to the
existing LAN
infrastructure

Evaluate the
attractiveness
of an SD-LAN solution

Evaluation of the as-is
datacentre facility and
infrastructure

Identify the critical
requirements for a new
solution 

Scope the future SD-DC
solution to be implemented

Specify all the
requirements for the
LAN infrastructure

Perform an high-level
to be architecture
design

Support on the
evaluation and 
solution choice

Analysis of surveyed
datacentre
collected data

Specify requirements of
the Cloud infrastructure

Target a design for a
new Cloud model to be
implemented

Management of the
impacts of the SD-LAN
solution

Support the operation
and technical teams
in the ongoing activities

Assure ongoing 
improvement in
service performance
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Our Experience
Our team has extensive experience in supporting organisations evaluating, defining, testing 
and implementing solutions across networks infrastructures.

Performed an impact assessment to system migration from the legacy datacentre
infrastructure onto the private cloud.

Datacentre Impact Assessment

Analyse network pain points and perform a  benchmarking of leading solutions with focus
on SD-DC, micro-segmentation, cloud connectivity and containerization.

Outline a high-level network service strategy with a long time horizon, developing
key insights and recommendations.

Network Strategy Development

Revision of the end-to-end network and solution architectures, identifying areas of
improvement. Conduct a workshop with the stakeholders and review the network strategy.

Analysis of a future Omni channel solution to verify its adaptability to the network
considering its nature.

Network Solutions Review

Design the future global enterprise connectivity based on a hybrid WAN, leveraged by a

network architecture in a global scale.

SDN Solution Design

This project consisted on the implementation of a three year transformation program to

Network Transformation Program
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